Richard Cooper

Where to Start Optimising



Energy Consumption
Energy Costs
Peoples Comfort Conditions



Which is most important?




People are the most important.


When you compare the following
◦
◦
◦
◦






Energy
Original Construction
Maintenance
Taxes etc.

People’s (Salaries) cost the most.
They are why we installed the A/C.
Uncomfortable people complain and waste time.
An effort to optimise and save a little energy
could end up costing more.

Uncomfortable People
are not productive.

Or else it my be money
out the window

We must be careful when making ongoing changes,
not over step the users comfort zone, when
pushing for savings.




What gets measured can be Optimised.
What does not get measured, can slip
through the Radar.

The first key to Optimisation is to measure.

Flow
Gas

Electrical

Temperature

Basic Fundamental requirements.





Electrical Usage in Kilowatts
Gas Consumption M³/Hour
Refrigeration Usage in Kilowatts
Temperature Sensing Degrees C.

With this basic information we can:



Check the performance of Heating or Cooling
Plant Operation.
Use the BMS to track and adjust what is
happening.

To Optimise power to a site via the
BMS, you must be able to:
◦
◦
◦
◦

Display the usage.
Track the usage.
Report the usage.
Make dynamic changes.

In the case of Flinders University.
◦
◦

◦

We Load shed on peak demand.
We Start Diesel Generators during
peak times, switched to operate
Non- Essential Loads in order
enable their transformers to cope
with their demands.
We find the buildings consuming
the most power and address their
issues.

How do you accurately monitor plant, for example a
chiller, for performance via the BMS.



You need the base instruments installed to measure
and calculate the (Coefficient of Performance)
COP = KW Refrigeration / KW Electrical.
KW Ref is derived from a basic CHW Magnetic flow
meter and 2 wet temperature sensors located in the
supply and return.
KW Ref = CHWRT – CHWST x Flow x 4.19
KW Electrical comes from a dedicated chiller BMS
Electrical Multifunction meter, or the chiller High Level
Interface.
Basically COP is the Output / Input.



Typically 2 is bad and 10 is good.









1.
2.

3.

4.

What does the BMS do with COP.
You check that your chiller is doing what the
manufacturer said it should do.
You start adjusting Chilled and Condenser
pump flows and cooling tower temperatures
until it improves.
You find the sweet spot, it may be better
COP wise, to run 2 chillers 50% loaded, than
1 chiller 100% loaded.
You make necessary changes to improve the
calculated COP.

Example Primary Secondary Chilled Water Systems












This Primary Secondary Header can be Optimised Why?
The water mixes evenly from
the chillers to the field.
It has TD and Magnetic flow
meters for monitoring COP and
flow, in the primary, and
energy and flow, in secondary.
All pumps are variable.
You can achieve positive
primary flow by measuring the
°C from decoupling sensor and
send the cold leaving CHWT
directly to the field.
It has a turbulator on the
return to allow even mixing
back to the chillers.
It ticks all the boxes.








Example 1 Primary Secondary Header that is difficult to optimise.

With one chiller
running.
The water mixes
Unevenly from the
Chiller during load up
and supplies half the
field with cold water.
Building control is
lost during staging
and will take time to
recover.









Example 2 Primary Secondary Header that is difficult to optimise.

The secondary return
does not go through
a turbulator.
The water mixes
Unevenly from the
field.
The Chillers will
always load unevenly
unless the system is
at full capacity.









Example 3 Primary Secondary Header that is difficult to optimise.

The second chiller some
times feeds on to itself
with out having a chance
of mixing with the first
chiller.
The first chiller receives
all of the load from the
field.
Unless the system is at
full capacity the Chillers
will load unevenly.

Example 4 Primary Only CHW Systems are Difficult to Optimise.












We the control people, can not
understand in todays world of
VSDs and flow measurement why
this method is still used.
The minimum flow required to
keep any chiller running, on
building light load, always
experiences the pressure drop
of the bypass and stat valves.
You still need from one pump
the same energy to push the
water through the pressure drop
of the chiller vessel and field as
the two pumps in a primary /
secondary system, allocated to
do the same tasks separately.
If you are to start varying the
primary chiller flow rates, these
systems become to very difficult
to optimise.
In my opinion they should be
outlawed!



Primary Secondary CHW Systems with instruments, are good to Optimise.





In a correctly installed
and designed, low loss
primary / secondary
common coupled
header.
You do not have the
induced pressure drops.
You can control the
equilibrium of flow and
temperature, in both the
primary and secondary
piping loops, to be only
what is required, and
optimise the building
demands.





What can the BMS do to optimise the
conditioned space?
Following are some examples.

Optimum Start











Start the plant before occupancy to achieve conditions with an
adaptive learning algorithm that achieves temperature setpoint at
occupancy. This should be built in to every BMS.
If the plant has the capacity to pull the cooling and heating into
condition quickly, we try not engage this, as people normally
arrive dressed for the ambient conditions.
Off is the best energy saver.
If the building is slow to warm up or cool down, this BMS feature
will need to be engaged.
Be careful the BMS schedule set, must be absolute occupancy,
other wise there is potential to start the plant earlier and cost
more money.
Important if optimum Start is activated, the schedules must
display boldly OPTIUM START IS BEING USED otherwise costly
mistakes will be made.

Optimum Stop








Can be used on some buildings typically
buildings that have large heating and chilled
loops with lots of thermal mass.
30 minutes before, the last schedule, or the last
after hours push button run on time is due to
turn the A/C off shut the chiller or boiler off.
The pumps keep running, the thermal mass
keeps Airconditioning the building and by the
time the tenants realises they have no A/C they
are going home.
Can have problems in buildings where tenants
consistently restart the A/C late at night with
after hours calls. ( this needs to be taken into
consideration).







Leaving Air Sensors
◦ These are the best diagnostic tool a BMS
technician can have. (When we have these, we
can test & tune, the correct temperature
coming off a Unit).
Carbon Dioxide Sensors
◦ With these we can reduce the amount of
outside air being conditioned with out
upsetting the clients fresh air comfort zone.
◦ The are the Best BANG for you BUCK.
Motion detectors
◦ With these we can widen out the control and
let the temperature drift when un occupided,
then pull the temperature back when
occupied.



Humidity Sensors
◦ Can we raise the room temperature whilst still
maintaining the same comfort conditions.
◦ On a Psychometric chart.
 22°C @70% RH
 Has the same comfort zone or feeling as.
 24°C @ 60% RH

IF the Humidity is suitable why drive
plant to achieve 22°C if it is not
required to achieve comfort.
Why dehumidify when not needed.



It is very difficult, when a construction project is
happening, to optimise the BMS.

◦ We are always the last contractor on site, nearly always past
the completion date, with a building being occupied.
◦ The other trades often finish their work one day before
handover, resulting in the BMS still testing the plant, rather
than Optimising it.
◦ We try to role out what we can, and what we know, during
construction.



But the fact is Optimisation needs time.

◦ Often the defects period is spent, just making installed
plant and system perform to what was specified.
◦ It can sometimes only be the first year of maintenance, with
the Knowledge gained, from the time spent above, that true
Optimisation can be put into play.

